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PRECISE & 
ELEGANT 

As a global market leader for high-quality fittings,  
we are bringing smart design for the bathroom and  
kitchen to life. This approach combines precision,  
hygiene, and elegance into a single high-quality solution 
for our customers. We call it  Swiss Water Experience. 
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KWC AWARDS

GOOD DESIGN IS WHAT  
TRANSFORMS EXCELLENCE  
INTO PERFECTION.

Achieving excellence is part of our everyday life. With  sustainability 
in mind, we aim to set new standards when it comes to design.  
After all, aesthetic perfection show cases the benefits of a product  
in the best possible light and  creates even more value added –  
such as that unique sense of delight you get from using the pro duct 
every day.

The various internationally renowned awards our faucets have 
received for their design and innovation are testament to our excep
tional achievements in creating aesthetic  appeal. 



KWC Produkt
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KWC +

KWC + THE ADDED PLUS OF SWISS QUALITY

KWC CertificationGuarantee

Trust is good, certifications are better: our 
KWC CertificationGuarantee ensures that  
we have all of our products professionally 
inspected and certified across all markets. 

KWC TimelessDesign

Designed for longevity: KWC TimelessDesign 
represents exacting aesthetic standards  
of elegance and perfection that are at once 
modern and timeless.

KWC InnovationDrive

A tradition of innovation: Our innate passion 
for challenging the status quo, optimizing 
products and processes, and setting trends – 
that is KWC InnovationDrive. A unique spirit 
that has defined us since 1874.

KWC SwissSmartness

Intelligent design culminating in excellent 
performance: KWC SwissSmartness embodies 
superior product design that makes perfec-
tion and elegance not only visible, but also 
tangible.

KWC QualityControl

Exceptional quality from A to Z: with  
KWC QualityControl, we guarantee the utmost 
product reliability. KWC performs and con-
tinuously monitors all stages of the process: 
development, production, installation, and 
even the manufacture of the required tools.

KWC ServiceControl

A commitment to quality that extends long 
after delivery: KWC ServiceControl is backed 
by a well-trained team of tried-and-true KWC 
experts in Switzerland. In the event of a claim, 
they are on site in no time at all – equipped with 
the right tools and the necessary expertise.

KWC DetailPassion

Crafted with love, down to the last detail: 
KWC DetailPassion describes our legendary 
eye for subtle nuances and that special  
something. This valuable skill has made us  
a leading international supplier of superior  
quality faucets that continue to raise the 
industry standard.
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KWC +

EasyLock

A spray that is easy to use and automatically 
snaps into place: EasyLock is equipped with 
special positioning pins that ensure that the 
pull-out spray is always in the right position.

HighFlex

Increased freedom of movement and ease of 
use: HighFlex makes it possible to move the 
spring hose in every direction while ensuring 
it remains reliably stable when not in use.

SprayLock

Adjust the flow: With SprayLock, you can keep 
the jet of water from your faucet flowing 
exactly how you want, even when the water  
is shut off. When you turn the water back  
on, the water flows in the same way again.

KWC + INNOVATION 

SprayClean

Actively helps with the removal of limescale: 
With a special faceplate and fastening mech-
anism, SprayClean prevents limescale buildup. 
Any deposits are sprayed away automatically 
when the water is running. The special fas-
tening mechanism helps with more stubborn 
lime deposits: simply turn, clean, and the job 
is done.

PowerClean  

The spray you want at the touch of a button: 
PowerClean makes it exceedingly easy to 
switch the flow of water on the spray head – 
from a standard spray to a fine needle spray.

TwistProtect

Effortless work around the sink: TwistProtect 
prevents the hose from twisting or knotting.

TouchProtect

Safe to use: An insulated hot water guidance 
system with a “double skin” principle means 
the body of the faucet or the pull-out spray 
can become warm but never hot. In this way, 
TouchProtect intelligently prevents scalding.

IntelligentControl

Intuitive control meets modern convenience: 
IntelligentControl reacts to a tap of your finger, 
can be programmed based on your personal 
habits and requirements, and has a light ring 
that indicates the current water temperature. 
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KWC +

LEDShine

Visible precision and a bright, friendly work-
space: LEDShine does more than just contribute 
to a special working atmosphere – this inno-
vative feature makes it easier to see the tiniest 
specks of dirt and makes it possible to use the 
faucet without turning on a light.

QuickConnect

Easy installation and more safety in the kitchen: 
with QuickConnect, there is no need to screw 
on the spray head hose, which means there is 
also no risk of damaging the seal and causing 
water damage.

TripleClean 

Three water streams for more flexibility: 
TripleClean allows you to change between a 
normal stream for filling glasses, a soft spray 
for gently cleaning food, and a power spray  
for prerinsing and removing dirt from dishes.

KWC + SUSTAINABILITY

SwivelStop

Stop the faucet from moving too far and 
prevent water damage: SwivelStop allows the 
swivel range to be adjusted from 360° to 120° 
or 150° in just a few steps, ensuring that the 
water only flows into the sink.

QuickInstallation

Hassle-free positioning and fastening of the  
threaded connection for quick and easy 
installation: the locking nut is screwed into 
place by hand to hold the faucet in position 
using QuickInstallation, before it is fixed in 
place via the two locking screws.

HealthProtect

Better hygiene and unchanged water quality: 
HealthProtect highlights the strict standards 
we set ourselves to ensure that our faucets do 
not affect the taste and smell of your water – 
that is why we use high-quality materials 
(metals, plastics) that are ideally suited for 
contact with water.
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KWC +

KWC + QUALITY

KWC + DESIGN

DesignSpray

Elegant design and functionality: With  
DesignSpray, the pull-out spray is seamlessly 
integrated and recessed. It can be easily 
extended with just one finger. 

GlacierFinish 

Robust surfaces and high-quality craftsman-
ship: GlacierFinish is equipped with durable 
surfaces that are exceptionally robust and 
feature an attractive polished shine that you 
can enjoy for years to come.

PrecisionMove

Exceptional elegance and precision:  
PrecisionMove allows for seamless movements 
and exceptional convenience thanks to our 
consistent use of top-quality materials and 
superior craftsmanship.

OptimalSpace

Practical yet elegant ergonomic design: 
OptimalSpace features long, tall spouts that 
provide ample space for washing and or 
working.

UniqueLever

Innovative lever designs that allow for natural 
and intuitive use: UniqueLever features innova-
tive KWC design – elegance and precision that 
you can not only see, but also feel every day.



KWC : THE  
PURSUIT OF  
PERFECTION

Achieving excellence in anything is a journey, a constant 
pursuit of perfection. For KWC and the great craftsmen  
we employ, this journey has led to our company being  
recognized as one of the finest makers of faucets any-
where in the world.
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IT IS A RECOGNITION THAT WE NEVER  
TAKE LIGHTLY. 

Because we see our life’s work for what it truly is: 
the opportunity to make a perfect product. 
One that connects all who use it, with the one  
true source of life on this planet … a source  
we in Switzerland have been blessed with in great 
abundance. Water.

Through design, through a tremendous sense  
of aesthetics, through precision and handcrafting, 
and yes, through a good deal of blood, sweat, 
and tears, a long time ago, we recognized one un
deniable truth: 

AT KWC, OUR DESTINY WAS NEVER TO  
INVENT THE FAUCET, OUR DESTINY WAS 
TO PERFECT IT.

Fortunately for us, we just happened to be ge
netically and geographically predisposed to creating 
perfection, after all, we’re Swiss. It’s in our DNA. 
And so it was, back in 1874, when KWC was 
found ed by Adolf Karrer, that this journey of per
fection would begin. Not with faucets initially,  
but with exquisite music boxes.

Even back then, a strong sense of aesthetics had 
KWC creating works of art, but it was an art form 
that combined artistry with mechanical mastery. 
KWC’s music boxes became famous, not only for 
their beauty, but for their precision and for their 
tremendous attention to detail.

As all journeys can take interesting turns, so  
too would ours. In the late 1800s, the de mand for 
con venient access to water in households was  
growing – so much so, that soon KWC would test 
the waters, so to speak, and begin the pro duc
tion of faucets. It didn’t take long before KWC’s 
unique ability to combine artistry with mecha nical 
mastery would set us apart. 

By 1906, some of the great brands of the era were 
knocking on our door and asking us to produce 
custommade faucets that would meet, or better 
still exceed their expectations. These included  
the Ritz hotel in Paris, the Negresco hotel in Nice,  
and many more. 

WITH THIS KIND OF ATTENTION, WORD 
SOON SPREAD ABOUT KWC, ABOUT ITS  
ARTISTRY, ABOUT ITS CRAFTSMANSHIP, 
ABOUT ITS ATTENTION TO DETAIL AND  
ITS QUALITY. 

The world had discovered the Swiss watch of 
faucets. And it wanted more. KWC perfected the 
faucet design and created a legacy of industry 
firsts, like the retractable hand faucet from 1957. 
And they continued to do it again and again with 
a spirit of innovation never seen before.

TO THIS DAY, IN EVERY SKETCH OUR DE-
SIGNERS MAKE, EVERY DIE WE CAST, EVERY 
FAUCET WE POLISH BY HAND, ECHOES  
OF A GREAT HISTORY ARE ALL AROUND  
US. SO TOO IS A VISION FOR OUR FUTURE.

It is a vision that recognizes the gift of nature  
that we Swiss feel down to our core and the need 
for sustainability rather than disposability.

It is a vision that allows every customer to ex
perience the power, the beauty, and the essence  
of nature that flows through our products.  
To have a true Swiss Water Experience. Precise. 
Elegant. And it is a vision that keeps us on  
this journey that began over one hundred and 
forty years ago, in pursuit of perfec tion and  
the achievement of excellence in connecting  
humans with water

That is purpose. 
That is Swiss.
That is KWC. 



KWC
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1 — Blanks for fittings. 2 — View of the foundry in Unterkulm in 1880. Our experience and knowledge 
have both origins and history. 3 — In 1978, KWC developed and began to use the first low-pressure 
die-casting machines in the world. The company still employs this technique today. 4 — Each individual 
part is accurately machined in a  step-by-step process. In order to meet the high quality standards, the 
procedure is continually monitored before moving on to postprocessing. 
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5 — To make the fittings, pure brass, which arrives in the form of ingots, is used. 6 — The basic shape  
of the fitting in brass. 7 — With low-pressure die casting, the brass is first melted and then poured into 
sand molds, creating the basic shape of the fitting in brass.





OUR FAUCET 
PRODUCT 
LINES
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HealthProtect SwivelStopTouchProtect QuickInstallationSprayClean QuickConnectPowerClean PrecisionMoveEasyLock OptimalSpaceIntelligentControl GlacierFinish

ART IN THE KITCHEN
With its coneshaped body and sculptural design, this faucet brings  
both futuristic aesthetics and intelligent functionality into the kitchen.  
KWC KIO offers the option of using digital or manual controls and a  
handheld shower head – minimalistic design with maximum functiona
lity and perfect ergonomics.

KWC KIO

Push the ergonomically located switching device 
to change from a crystalclear and pure laminar 
stream to a needle spray and back.

For traditionalists: the manual version, available 
with or without a pullout spray.

Complete control with one hand: the pullout  
spray with integrated electronic controls.
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KWC ZOE
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KWC ZOE
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HealthProtect TouchProtect SprayClean GlacierFinishTripleClean QuickInstallationSprayLock EasyLock SwivelStop QuickConnect PrecisionMove OptimalSpace

Strikes the perfect balance between special and 
refined: Thanks to its sophisticated aesthetics,  
the KWC DOMO E will be an elegant fit for your 
kitchen – whatever your style.

THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR YOUR KITCHEN
If true refinement and strict hygiene are priorities for you, the stainless  
steel version is the perfect choice. The stainlesssteel surface is durable,  
scratch and abrasionresistant, easy to clean, and above all, antibacterial.  
This is the ideal solution for the most intensively used work area in the  
kitchen: the sink/food preparation hub.

KWC DOMO E
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KWC ProduktKüche / Cuisine
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KWC DOMO | 6.0

HealthProtect TouchProtect SprayClean GlacierFinishTripleClean QuickInstallationSprayLock EasyLock SwivelStop QuickConnect PrecisionMove OptimalSpace

SWITZERLAND’S FAUCET OF CHOICE:  
QUALITY REDEFINED
Few design objects have managed to remain modern for around 40 years,  
but the KWC DOMO, probably Switzerland’s biggest selling faucet, has done  
just that. And that’s not where its story ends. This millionfold proven faucet  
has undergone careful design developments and been combined with cutting 
edge technology to create the latest generation with an even wider range of 
products: KWC DOMO | 6.0.

A contemporary look with the technology  
of the future: the lever mixer can be provided 
as a topoperated or sideoperated version, 
and all versions can be fitted with a swivel 
spout or a pullout spray.

DISCOVER 
IN AR

https://www.kwc.ch/int-en/en/products/series-overview/linie-detail/line/kwc-domo-60-4.html#kitchen
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KWC DOMO | 6.0Kitchen

Power spray
Full water pressure for efficient removal of 
dirt or for prerinsing dishes.

Normal stream
Aerated water stream for washing dishes  
or for filling glasses, pans, or other containers.

Soft spray
Soft water stream for gently washing vegetables, 
salads, and other foods.
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KWC ERA

HealthProtect TouchProtect SprayCleanDesignSpray UniqueLever PowerClean PrecisionMove OptimalSpaceGlacierFinish

LIKE PURE & SIMPLE
KWC ERA is a high end product that meets highest demands and  
expectations. With KWC ERA, we introduce faucets and sinks with a  
very minimalistic design, sleek proportions, high functionality  
and a fascinating high precision look.
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KWC ZOE touch light PRO

HealthProtect TouchProtect SprayClean EasyLock LEDShineDesignSpray IntelligentControl PowerClean PrecisionMove OptimalSpaceGlacierFinish

DESIGN AND SUSTAINABILITY 
KWC ZOE touch light PRO is a faucet controlled using smart technology.  
It responds intuitively to a gentle touch and is extremely easy to programme  
to suit your personal habits and needs. The full range of functions is en
capsulated in the round operating unit, which features a ring of light that  
indicates what the faucet is doing at any given time. So you have every thing 
you need at your fingertips!

Stunning style meets smart technology, while  
aesthetic appeal is combined with functionality. 
With every turn, this faucet is transformed  
into a work of sculptural art. Every time you use  
it, it adapts even more to your personal needs.  
And every individual adjustment helps to save 
more energy and water.
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KWC ZOE touch light PRO

Touch and refresh – 1 × tap
Cold water = blue. For drinking a quick glass of 
water, washing fruit or preparing salad.

Touch and clean – 2 × tap
Warm water = orange. For quickly washing your 
hands, rinsing off a plate or filling small pans.

Touch and prepare – 3 × tap
Hot water = red. For filling pasta pans and kettles  
or washing up roasting tins and baking trays.

Kitchen
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KWC ZOE

HealthProtect TouchProtectUniqueLever SprayClean EasyLock LEDShine SwivelStopDesignSpray PowerClean PrecisionMove OptimalSpaceGlacierFinish

A DISTINCTIVE MASTERPIECE 
With KWC ZOE, you can channel our 140 years of expertise in working with 
water into your kitchen in the form of a sculptural masterpiece. This faucet  
combines clever functions with a captivating interplay of light and water 
and the distinctive hallmark of a master in unparalleled perfection. In short, 
KWC ZOE brings a whole new level of luxury to your  
kitchen.

DISCOVER 
IN AR

https://www.kwc.ch/int-en/en/products/series-overview/linie-detail/line/kwc-zoe-4.html#kitchen
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KWC ZOE

Just one press of the diverter button on  
the shower head is all it takes to switch from  
a full Neoperl® spray to a fine needle spray.

A touch of a button is all it takes for LEDShine  
to transform the jet of water from your faucet into 
a wonderful play of light. The light switches off 
automatically after 30 minutes.

Kitchen
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KWC ZOE
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KWC ZOE
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KWC ONO touch light PRO

HealthProtect TouchProtect SprayClean EasyLockDesignSpray IntelligentControl PowerClean PrecisionMove OptimalSpaceGlacierFinishHighFlex

The spout on this faucet can receive your orders 
from a distance too. The wireless operating  
unit can be installed anywhere you want in the 
room or attached to the faucet itself with a 
magnet.

WATER THAT RESPONDS TO YOUR TOUCH 
KWC ONO touch light PRO makes every important element seem simple,  
leaving you to focus on the essential issues in the kitchen. This clever  
faucet takes the benefits offered by the electronically operated KWC ONO  
and enhances them with a touch of sophistication and an even greater  
dose of technological intelligence.
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KWC ONO touch light PRO

With this faucet, the exception is the rule: you can  
finetune the preset water temperatures and flow  
rates which ever way you like. A gentle turn is all  
that is required to adjust the temperature, or just  
push and turn to change the flow rate.

You can call up preset water temperatures and  
flow rates quickly and conveniently by simply  
tapping the operating unit: one tap means cold  
(blue), two taps means warm (orange) and  
three means hot (red). Of course, you can also 
adjust these settings to suit you.

Kitchen
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KWC ONO

HealthProtect TouchProtectUniqueLever SprayClean HighFlex GlacierFinishDesignSpray PowerClean EasyLock PrecisionMove OptimalSpace

PURE PERFECTION
KWC ONO appeals to your appreciation for all things practical – and to your  
sophistication. That is why this simple faucet for the kitchen is not only designed  
to be extra robust, but also has an exceptionally fine finish. KWC ONO ably  
assists you with its intelligent functions, yet it is always the perfect picture of 
elegance.

The KWC ONO operating level is made of the  
kind of unbreakable, corrosionresistant stainless 
steel you would normally find in medical  
technology. This means that you can count  
on perfect precision when you use it.

DISCOVER 
IN AR

https://www.kwc.ch/int-en/en/products/series-overview/linie-detail/line/kwc-ono-4.html#kitchen
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KWC ONO

This pullout aerator has both brains and style. It  
can extend up to 70 cm if you pull it out, but other
wise retires politely and seamlessly back into  
the spout.

The innovative KWC HighFlex spring hose opens  
your kitchen door to the future. This hose,  
designed as a sweeping curve, can be moved in  
any direction, returns to its original position  
automatically and stays firmly in place when it is 
not being used – even without a spray holder.

Kitchen
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KWC ONO
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KWC EVE

HealthProtect TouchProtect EasyLock LEDShineDesignSpray PowerClean PrecisionMove OptimalSpaceGlacierFinishUniqueLever

THE ELEGANCE IS IN THE DETAIL
KWC EVE is designed to appeal to your sense of elegance. The feminine  
silhouette of this shapely beauty captivates you with both its style and its  
sophistication. The integrated LEDs illuminate the jet of water to create  
an enchanting sculpture of light, while in terms of functionality, KWC EVE  
is a shining example of sustainable innovation.

To create the right atmosphere in your kitchen, you 
can activate the LEDShine play of light whenever 
the mood strikes you. The light ring is integrated 
into the pullout aerator, making it seem invisible, 
while the LEDs have a very long lifespan but use 
very little electricity.

DISCOVER 
IN AR

https://www.kwc.ch/int-en/en/products/series-overview/linie-detail/line/kwc-eve-4.html#kitchen
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KWC EVE

This covered pullout aerator shares its secrets  
with you alone. The pullout spray with a flexible  
hose is integrated into the spout with perfect  
discretion.

Kitchen 
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KWC LUNA E

HealthProtect SprayClean GlacierFinishQuickInstallationSprayLock PowerClean EasyLock SwivelStop QuickConnect PrecisionMove OptimalSpace

A REAL ALL-ROUNDER
KWC LUNA E cuts a fine figure across the board with its simple  
de sign and intelligent functionality. But that’s not all: with its com
prehensive range, there is sure to be an elegant solution for  
every application in stock. Even front window solutions and soap  
dispensers can be included. KWC LUNA E – the popular all  
round carefree faucet. 

KWC LUNA E is available in three different 
looks: chrome or stainless steel for those who 
like a touch of exclusive shine, and matt  
black for those who prefer to make a subtler 
statement.

DISCOVER 
IN AR

https://www.kwc.ch/int-en/en/products/series-overview/linie-detail/line/kwc-luna-e-4.html#kitchen
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KWC INOX

HealthProtect TouchProtect SprayClean SprayLockDesignSpray PowerClean EasyLock PrecisionMove OptimalSpace

STEELED FOR ACTION 
KWC INOX knows that you appreciate good performance. Made of stainless 
steel, this faucet is as immaculate and robust as its material suggests and  
is sure to set plenty of new standards in your kitchen – whether it is in terms of 
material quality, precision or elegance.
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KWC INOX

This pullout aerator has both brains and style. 
It can extend up to 70 cm if you pull it out, but 
otherwise retires politely and seamlessly back into 
the spout.

Adjust the flow: With SprayLock, you can keep the 
jet of water from your faucet flowing  
exactly how you want, even when the water is 
shut off. When you turn the water back  
on, the water flows in the same way again.

Kitchen
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KWC LIVELLO

HealthProtect TouchProtectUniqueLever GlacierFinishEasyLock PrecisionMove OptimalSpace

CLEAN-CUT AND CROSSWISE 
KWC LIVELLO will keep your kitchen standards on the straight and  
narrow, even if the body of the lever mixer runs off in a crosswise  
direction. With this highquality kitchen faucet, you are sending out  
a clear message that you feel right at home with top quality.

This pullout aerator has both brains and style. It 
can extend up to 60 cm if you pull it out, but  
otherwise retires politely and seamlessly back  
into the spout.
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KWC LIVELLO

Simple aesthetics, cleverly thought out down  
to the smallest detail: KWC LIVELLO is available 
with either a chrome or stainless steel finish,  
with an operating lever that forms a distinctive 
feature of its design.

Kitchen
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KWC AVA

HealthProtect TouchProtectUniqueLever SprayClean GlacierFinishDesignSpray PowerClean EasyLock PrecisionMove OptimalSpace

PARED DOWN TO THE PURE ESSENTIALS
KWC AVA will satisfy both your fine sense of style and your requirement  
for reliable Swiss quality and stateoftheart technology. With this  
faucet, you are sending out a clear message in your kitchen or bathroom:  
whoever lives here knows precisely what he or she wants.

DISCOVER 
IN AR

https://www.kwc.ch/int-en/en/products/series-overview/linie-detail/line/kwc-ava-4.html#kitchen
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KWC AVA

The flat lever is KWC AVA’s trademark  
feature. Elegantly slim, it nevertheless  
fits extremely snugly in your hand,  
ensuring that KWC AVA cuts a fine  
figure in any position.
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KWC SIN

HealthProtect TouchProtect SprayClean HighFlexDesignSpray PowerClean EasyLock PrecisionMove OptimalSpace

AS ELEGANT AS IT IS TALENTED 
KWC SIN not only enables you to fulfil your aesthetic ambitions; it says  
something about your good sense too. After all, it enhances your kitchen  
with an extra touch of sensuality and intelligent functionality. This kitchen  
showpiece is available in four versions.

This extendable spray has certainly mastered the 
art of creating more efficiency in your kitchen. 
Equipped with jetclean technology and a Neoperl® 
Caché® with an automatic diverter reset function, 
it can be rotated 360° and extended by up to 50 cm.

This covered pullout aerator shares its secrets 
with you alone. The pullout spray with a flexible 
hose is integrated into the spout with perfect 
discretion.
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KWC SIN

The innovative HighFlex spring hose from KWC SIN 
opens your kitchen door to the future. This curved 
hose can be moved in any direction, returns to its 
original position automatically and stays firmly  
in place when it is not being used. If you place the 
spring hose in the spray holder with the help of  
a positioning aid, you can use it as a stable swivel 
spout that can be rotated 360°.

Kitchen
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KWC SUNO

HealthProtect TouchProtect SprayClean GlacierFinishPowerClean EasyLock PrecisionMove OptimalSpace

TIMELESS DESIGN FOR KITCHEN 
Visually stunning, highly practical, and very easy to clean – the KWC SUNO  
excels in all respects, without being ostentatious. With its minimalist  
design, the faucet discreetly blends into modern kitchens with straight lines,  
and the high spout allows plenty of space for working. Regardless of  
which version you select: the KWC SUNO embodies quality and precision  
craftsmanship.
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KWC SUNO

Stylish design with control at your fingertips: a 
concealed integrated diverter makes changing  
the flow of water perfectly simple whilst ensuring 
maximum hygiene.

Kitchen
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KWC ISLA

TouchProtect SprayClean GlacierFinishEasyLock TwistProtectPowerClean PrecisionMove

Your everyday life just got even more enjoyable  
and convenient: The swivel spout and lever create  
one striking design ensemble, while the generous  
swivel range simplifies routine tasks.

ALL-ROUND PERFECTION 
For some people, design is the number one concern. For others, it might  
be convenience or quality. Then there are those who simply want  
everything to be just right. It is for these people that we have designed  
KWC ISLA: elegant, functional and precise, right down to the smallest  
detail.
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WHEN LESS IS MORE
In restrooms and public spaces, turning water on and off should be  
hygienic and practical. The KWC pillar tap works for you with just one  
easy turn. Not only in its ergonomics and userfriendliness, but also  
in its use of re sources, less is more – five liters per minute, to be precise.  
The KWC pillar tap is suitable for hot and cold water connections and,  
due to its sleek design, is an aesthetic fit in any setting.

The KWC pillar tap is also the ideal  
solution for the home. It works well as  
a spacesaving and resourcesaving  
washbasin faucet or as a dispenser for 
drinking water.

all chrome matt black stainless steel

KWC PILLAR TAP
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KWC ONO

KWC BASIC 

KWC AVA

KWC EVE KWC INOX KWC ZOE

KWC PRIMO

DS

DS

S S

S

S

S DS

The large soap container, which is concealed under the sink, has  
a capacity of 350 ml and is easy to fill from the top thanks to  
sophisticated technology. KWC soap dispensers provide an extra  
touch of comfort you won’t want to do without.

KWC SOAP DISPENSERS

all chrome matt black glacier white stainless steel decor steel
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Technical Information

The kitchen faucet applications shown in this brochure are examples only. The technology and design may 
be subject to change during further product development. The suitability of the faucets for the property 
concerned must be checked on a case-by-case basis. Planning and technical implementation is subject 
exclusively to the specifications and assembly and service instructions provided by Franke Water Systems 
AG, KWC. Relevant information can be ordered from KWC or found at www.kwc.com.

Differences in colour on different parts of a stainless steel faucet cannot be excluded. This may be caused 
by various factors:

1.   Slight differences in material composition may cause the stainless steel to take on a different tone 
(more yellow or blue in colour).

2.   Different cooling or production treatment parameters may also cause colour differentiation.

3.   Different surface consistencies caused by the production process (grinding, turning) may result in 
differences in light refraction.

In a conscious effort to make both the material and the production process clearly visible, no surface  
coatings are used on KWC stainless steel faucets.

By keeping production tolerances at a low level, KWC tries to keep colour differentiation to a minimum.
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KWC Group AG 
KWC, KWC-Gasse 1, P.O. Box 179, CH-5726 Unterkulm, Phone +41 62 768 68 68, www.kwc.com

  kwcinternational 

KWC Augmented Reality
Load selected kitchen and bathroom fittings in 3D onto your 
mobile and place them in your rooms right away. You only 
need to scan or click on the QR code with your mobile to load 
the fittings.




